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We say this regularly - there are three parts to our portfolio.

a) A small collection of high quality longs, globally diversified, generally where we own the
stock we own the currency. This is the bulk of the portfolio.

b) A collection of the wildest slimiest stocks in the world which we short. These stocks are
primarily (but not exclusively) found by identifying and following flim-flam artists, scumbags
and people you would not want to have marry your daughter.

c) A much smaller collection of highly speculative investments on which we can lose x (where x
is limited at an acceptably small sum) and can make 10x.

Almost all the time parts (a) and (b) of the portfolio have advertised as behaved and the portfolio
generates acceptable but not highly spectacular returns. We will tell you when this relationship
breaks down and it did in January (and we wrote about our low quality negative returns then).

The breakdown in January was because we were too concentrated in high short interest North
American scams. Some short fund or other (we have no idea who) got themselves into trouble and
these stocks rose very rapidly due to short covering. As a result all our high short interest names
went up simultaneously forcing us to cover too. We lost money because bad stocks went up enough
that we were forced to cover them. In other words we were “whipsawed”.

We have dramatically reduced this risk by diversifying our positions further by geography. Since
then – including in April the core part of the portfolio has worked beautifully and our underlying
returns are good.

However part (c) of our portfolio – the smaller speculative positions – has continued to cost us
money. We have not had any of these completely right since the first half of 2011 (and we made
very good returns then). Since then our speculative positions (both long and short) have been a
burden.

We would like to get one right someday but no dice yet.

Last month we wrote to you about two new speculative positions – Clearwire and Finmeccanica.

Both these companies look like they are going bust if you look at the balance sheet and cash flow
statements. They fail every test as “sensible” investments. But both of these companies have very
valuable underlying assets – in Clearwire's case it is spectrum. In Finmeccanica it is their position in
global aviation.

And in both we invested knowing that losing all our money was a reasonably likely outcome.

In Clearwire's case that outcome happened much faster than we anticipated. Word must have gone
around the street that Clearwire was raising more equity because without much warning the stock
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just started cratering. When it was down more than 50 percent the dilution came out. We will keep
the residual position (we still think its a very worthwhile speculation). We just won't be buying more
– at least until the position is much clearer.

Finmeccanica has been a modest loser too – though the damage was done by Clearwire.

Apart from this, the portfolio has been a modest (but acceptable) performer. So far in May (and this
letter is being written quite late in May because John has been on the road) the performance has
been better. In May we are not making any money – but we are outperforming quite nicely with the
shorts cratering thereby generating investible cash.

Thanks again....

John and Simon

Portfolio Management
Long% Short% Net Long%

USA Reference Account 129.63% -44.14% 85.49%
Australian Reference Account 129.79% -44.46% 85.33%
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Performance Data 1

Reference Account Monthly Performance

1 All performance data is adjusted to allow for an accrual of the annual performance fee.   All dividends
received and earnings are retained and reinvested in the account.  The volatility of the account may differ
materially from comparable indices.  The comparison index used by the advisor decreased by 1.14% in USD
and 1.63% in AUD during the month and since inception of the account has increased by 37.9% in USD and
6.2% in AUD terms.  Past results are not indicative of future returns.
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